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Abstract

Process equivalences are formal methods that relate programs and systems which, informally, behave
in the same way. Since there is no unique notion of what it means for two dynamic systems to display
the same behaviour there are a multitude of formal process equivalences, ranging from bisimulation to
trace equivalence, categorised in the linear-time branching-time spectrum.

We present a logical framework based on an expressive modal fixpoint logic which is capable of
defining many process equivalence relations: for each such equivalence there is a fixed formula which is
satisfied by a pair of processes if and only if they are equivalent with respect to this relation.

We explain how to do model checking for this logic in EXPTIME. This allows model checking tech-
nology to be used for process equivalence checking. We introduce two fragments of the logic for which it
is possible to do model-checking in PTIME and PSPACE respectively, and show that the formulas that
define the process equivalences we consider are in one of these fragments. This yields a generic proof
technique for establishing the complexities of these process equivalences.

Finally, we show how partial evaluation can be used to obtain decision procedures for process equiv-
alences from the generic model checking scheme.

1 Introduction

In concurrency theory, a process equivalence is an equivalence relation between processes — represented as
states of a labeled transition system (LTS) — that aims at capturing the informal notion of “having the same
behaviour”. A theory of behavioural equivalence obviously has applications in formal systems design because
it explains which programs or modules can be replaced by others without changing the overall 2system’s
behaviour.

There is not just a single mathematical notion of process equivalence as an equivalence relation on LTS.
Instead a multitude of different relations has been studied with respect to their pragmatics, axiomatisability,
computational complexity, etc. These form a hierarchy with respect to containment, known as the linear-time
branching-time spectrum [1].

There are a few techniques which have proved to yield decision procedures for certain process equivalences,
for example approximations [2], characteristic formulas [3, 4] and characteristic games [5, 6]. Often, for each
equivalence notion, the same questions are being considered independently of each other, like “can the
algorithm be made to work with symbolic (BDD-based) representations of LTS?”, and the answer may
depend on the technique being used to obtain the algorithm.

In this paper we introduce a further and generic, thus powerful technique, using the notion of defining
formulas. We present a modal fixpoint logic which is expressive enough to define these equivalences in the
sense that, for an equivalence relation R, there is a fixed formula ΦR which evaluates to true in a pair of
processes if and only if they are related by R. This is related to work on characteristic formulas, yet it is
different. There, in order to check two processes P and Q for, say, bisimilarity, one builds the characteristic
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formula ΦP∼ describing all processes that are bisimilar to P and checks whether or not Q |= ΦP∼ holds. Here,
we take a fixed formula Φ∼ and check whether or not (P,Q) |= Φ∼ holds. Note that the former cannot
be made to work with a symbolic representation of P whereas the latter can. In general, using defining
instead of characteristic formulas has the advantage of lifting more model checking technology to process
equivalence checking. Moreover, with this generic framework, the task of designing an equivalence checking
algorithm for any new equivalence notion boils down to simply defining this relation in the modal fixpoint
logic presented here.

The use of fixed formulas expressing process equivalences is being made possible by the design of a new
modal fixpoint logic. It is obtained as the merger between two extensions of the modal µ-calculus, namely
the polyadic (aka higher-dimensional) µ-calculus Lωµ [7, 8] and the higher-order µ-calculus HFL [9, 10]. The
former allows formulas to make assertions about tuples of states rather than states alone. This is clearly
useful in this setup given that process equivalences are binary relations. Not surprisingly, it is known for
instance that there is a formula in L2

µ — the fragment speaking about tuples of length 2 — that defines
bisimilarity. On the other hand, HFL’s higher-order features allow the logic to express properties that are
more difficult than being polynomial-time decidable. It is known for instance that it can make assertions of
the kind “for every finite word w there is a path labeled with w” which is very useful for describing variants
of trace equivalence.

We present a model checking algorithm for the logic under consideration. This can be instantiated with
defining formulas ΦR in order to obtain an equivalence checking algorithm for R. Furthermore, it can easily
deal with symbolic representations. Thus, it yields BDD-based equivalence checking algorithms for all the
process equivalences mentioned in this paper, or any other equivalence that can be defined in this logic.

An important aspect for any process equivalence notion is — given the aforementioned application of
process equivalences in system design — the question of how difficult it is to decide for two given processes
whether or not they are equivalent with respect to this particular equivalence notion. It is known for example
that deciding bisimilarity between finite-state processes can be done in polynomial time [11] whereas there
are only exponential-time procedures for trace equivalence so far because it is known to be PSPACE-hard
[2]. The model checking algorithm presented here runs in exponential time which is optimal since model
checking for the first-order fragment of HFL is already EXPTIME-hard [12]. We carve out a fragment of
this logic which can be model checked in PSPACE. It is not hard to see that the defining formulas for all the
process equivalences dealt with here follow a generic pattern which falls into this (slightly simpler) fragment.
Thus, the process equivalence checking algorithms which are obtained using a model checking algorithm are
also optimal from a complexity-theoretic point of view.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Sect. 2 defines the aforementioned modal fixpoint logic, and
shows how to do model checking for this logic. Sect. 3 recalls the linear-time branching-time hierarchy and
introduces the defining formulas for all of the process equivalences in this hierarchy. Sect. 4 proposes some
optimisations of the model-checking algorithm — motivated by practical considerations — when dealing
with process equivalence checking specifically. Sect. 5 concludes with ideas on further work in this direction.

2 A Higher-Order Polyadic µ-Calculus

In this section, we introduce a logical formalism that extends the standard modal µ-calculus with predicate
transformers and polyadic predicates.

2.1 From Predicates to Polyadic Predicate Transformers

Predicate transformers are functions from predicates to predicates. For instance, the predicate transformer

λX . 〈a〉X ∧ [b]⊥

takes a formula Φ and returns the formula 〈a〉Φ ∧ [b]⊥. Predicate transformers can take more than one
formula as a parameter, for instance the predicate transformer λX, Y . 〈a〉X ∧ [b]Y takes two formulas X,Y
as parameters to form a third formula. Like in the modal µ-calculus with chop [13], or in the higher-order
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fixpoint logic [9], we allow predicate transformers to be defined by means of fixpoints. For instance, the
formula

µF . λX, Y . (X ∧ Y ) ∨ F 〈a〉X 〈b〉Y

denotes the least recursive predicate transformer which takes two formulas X and Y and returns the for-
mula which is obtained as the disjunction of the conjunction of these two with the value of this predicate
transformer on the pair of formulas 〈a〉X and 〈b〉Y . Here, “least” is to be made precise by giving this logic
a formal semantics in a complete lattice structure. Intuitively, “least” is to be understood w.r.t. inclusion of
sets.

In order to understand intuitively which predicate transformer is denoted by the formula above, it is
helpful to unfold it in the style of a least fixpoint iteration. Here, and in the following we will write 〈aa〉 to
abbreviate 〈a〉〈a〉 for instance, etc.

F X Y ≡ (X ∧ Y ) ∨ F 〈a〉X 〈b〉Y ≡ (X ∧ Y ) ∨ (〈a〉X ∧ 〈b〉Y ) ∨ F 〈aa〉X 〈bb〉Y ≡ . . .

Thus, it denotes the predicate transformer λX, Y .
∨
n≥0 〈a〉nX ∧ 〈b〉nY which takes two formulas — i.e.

two sets of processes — and returns the set of all processes for which there is some finite a-trace that leads
into the first set and a b-trace of the same length into the second set. Note that for any regular sets X and
Y , the result is a non-regular set of processes, i.e. it is not definable in Monadic Second-Order Logic.

Polyadic formulas originate from the polyadic µ-calculus Lωµ [7, 8]. In Lωµ , modalities refer not only to
a given action of the system, but also to the component of the system that performs this action. The i-th
component of a system can be changed by the i-th modality 〈a〉i. The modality 〈a〉i only modifies the
i-th component of the tuple, and leaves all other components unchanged. For instance, the dyadic formula

〈a〉1> ∧ 〈b〉2> denotes the set of pairs (P,Q) such that P
a−→P ′ and Q

b−→Q′ for some P ′, Q′.

2.2 Syntax

We assume Act to be an infinite set, and we let letters a, b, . . . range over the elements of Act, called actions
in the rest of the paper. A labeled transition system (LTS) over a set of actions1 Act = {a, b, ...} is a triple
(Pr,Act,−→), where Pr is a set of states, Act is the set of actions, and −→ ⊆ Pr × Act × Pr is a transition
relation. Letters P,Q, . . . denote states. A process is an LTS with a distinguished state. When the LTS is
implicitly known, we will not distinguish between a process and a state. We write P a−→Q for (P, a,Q) ∈ −→.

A type τ is either the ground type • or the arrow type τv1 → τ2, where τ1, τ2 are types and v is a variance,
to be defined in Section 2.4. For now, types can be thought as just the simple types of the λ-calculus. The
arity ar(τ) of a type τ is defined by ar(•) = 0 and ar(τv1 → τ2) = 1 + ar(τ2). The order ord(τ) of a type τ
is defined by ord(•) = 0, and ord(τv1 → τ2) = max(ord(τ1) + 1, ord(τ2)). We sparely use types of order 2 or
more (indeed, only when interpreting type judgements), and the types that are used for annotating formulas
are of order at most 1.

We assume an infinite set Var of variables. We range over Var with either X,Y, Z, . . . or F,G,H, . . . The
expressions Φ and Ψ are defined by the following grammar:

Φ,Ψ ::= > | Φ ∧Ψ | ¬Φ | 〈a〉iΦ | {i1, . . . in ← j1, . . . , jn}Φ
| X | µX :τ . Φ | λXv :• . Φ | Φ Ψ

where i, i1, . . . in, j1, jn ∈ {1, . . . , r}, and i1, . . . , in are distinct. To simplify the presentation, we sometimes
omit the type annotations when they are clear from the context or not relevant for the discussion.

An expression is closed if all variables are bound. For simplicity, we assume that we work with expressions
such that every variable is bound at most once. A bound variable X is called a predicate variable if it is
bound by λXv :• .Φ or µX :• .Φ. It is called a predicate transformer variable if it is bound by µX :•v → τ .Φ.
By convention we restrict the use of variables F,G, . . . for predicate transformer variables.

1For simplicity, we do not consider state labels.
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We use standard syntactic sugar for the logical connectives that derive from the ones of the above
grammar: Φ ∨ Ψ denotes ¬(¬Φ ∧ ¬Ψ), νX . Φ denotes ¬µX . ¬Φ[¬X/X], [a]1Φ denotes ¬〈a〉1¬Φ, Φ ⇒ Ψ
denotes ¬Φ ∨Ψ, and Φ⇔ Ψ denotes (Φ⇒ Ψ) ∧ (Ψ⇒ Φ).

The above grammar allows expressions that have no meaning. For instance, the expression>∧(λXv :•.>),
or the expression >∧((λXv :•.λY v :•.>) >) define the conjunction of a predicate and a predicate transformer.
The type system we will present in Section 2.4 bases on the type system for simple types in the λ calculus,
and in particular it rules out such problematic expressions. We say that an expression Φ is a formula if the
type judgement ` Φ : • is derivable; moreover, Φ is called a predicate transformer if the type judgement
` Φ : τ is derivable for some τ 6= •. We often write F instead of Φ for an expression that is a predicate
transformer. The type system ensures that in a formula or a predicate transformer, subexpressions that are
predicate transformers receives subexpressions that are formulas as parameters, and that, in a formula, any
predicate transformer of type τ ultimately receives ar(τ) parameters.

We do not impose the usual restriction that recursive variables should occur underneath an even number
of negations. Indeed, this restriction is neither necessary nor sufficient to ensure the existence of fixpoints.
For instance, the expression µX . ((λY . ¬Y )X) contains an invalid fixpoint declaration, even if X does
not occur syntactically underneath a negation. Trickier, the expression µF . λX . F (¬(F X)) is a valid
fixpoint declaration, because F should be understood as a negation, and the rightmost occurrence of F
therefore occurs underneath two “negations”. These cases are dealt with the type system using variances
(see Section 2.4). This is not essential to understand them for now, as a semantics could be given to
expressions like µX . ¬X along the lines of what we present now, although the objects obtained would not
necessarily be fixpoints.

A formula Φ is of rank r if for any subformula of Φ of the form 〈a〉iΨ or {i1, . . . , in ← j1, . . . , jn}Ψ the
indexes i, i1, . . . , in, j1, . . . , jn are smaller than r. We write PHFL(r) for the set of such formulas.

The semantics of a formula on a given LTS is a set X of r-tuples of states. Note that the set P(Prr) of
all formula’s semantics is a boolean algebra. The semantics of a predicate transformer of type τ is a function
f : P(Prr)k → P(Prr), where k = ar(τ). For a fixed τ , the set of such functions is a boolean algebra when
equipped with the pointwise ordering and complementation (i.e. (¬f)(~x) := ¬(f(~x))). We write u and t
for the joins and meets in these boolean algebras. An interpretation η of predicate variables is a map that
associates to each predicate variable X a semantic predicate η(X) ∈ P(Prr). An interpretation ρ of predicate
transformer variables is a map that associates to each predicate transformer variable X of type τ a semantic
predicate transformer ρ(X) : P(Prr)ar(τ) → P(Prr).

The semantics of formulas and predicate transformers with respect to an interpretation η of predicate
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variables and an interpretation ρ of predicate transformer variables is defined by mutual induction as follows.

J>Kη,ρ = Prr

J〈a〉iΦKη,ρ = Pre(a, i, JΦKη,ρ)

where Pre(a, i, JΦKη,ρ) = {(P1, . . . , Pr) ∈ Prr : ∃P ′i ∈ Pri. Pi
a−→P ′i and (P1, . . . , P

′
i , . . . Pr) ∈ X }

JΦ ∧ΨKη,ρ = JΦKη,ρ ∩ JΨKη,ρ

J¬ΦKη,ρ =

 Prr \ JΦK if Φ is a formula
X1, . . . ,Xar(τ) 7→ Prr \ JΦK(X1, . . . ,Xar(τ))

if Φ is a predicate transformer of type τ
J{i1, . . . in ← j1, . . . , jn}ΦKη,ρ = {(P1, . . . , Pr) | (Pf(1), . . . , Pf(r)) ∈ JΦKη,ρ}

where f(i) =

{
jl if i = il
i otherwise

JXKη,ρ =

{
η(X) if X is a predicate variable
ρ(X) if X is a predicate transformer variable

JµX :τ . ΦK =

{ ⋂
{X ∈ P(Prr) : JΦKη[X 7→X ],ρ ⊆ X} if τ = •d
Prefixpoints(F 7→ JΦKη,ρ[F 7→F ])) otherwise

where Prefixpoints(T ) = {F : P(Prr)k → P(Prr),F is monotone and T (F) v F}

JF ΦKη,ρ = JFKη,ρ(JΦKη,ρ)

JλXv :• . ΦKη,ρ = X 7→ JΦKη[X 7→X ],ρ

2.3 Examples

Consider the formula ([a]1⊥) ⇔ ([a]2⊥). This formula asserts that components 1 and 2 are either both
capable or both unable to trigger an a action. The formula [a]1[a]2⊥ asserts that whatever state the first
component 1 finishes in after an a action, the second component cannot trigger an a action. It is equivalent
to saying that either the first or the second component cannot trigger an a action, and indeed in the previous
formula the two modalities commute. More generally, it is easy to see that the following are valid formulas:

(commutation) 〈a〉1〈b〉2 Φ ⇔ 〈b〉2〈a〉1 Φ
(scope extrusion) 〈a〉i (Φ ∧ Ψ) ⇔ 〈a〉i Φ ∧ Ψ

(
rank(Ψ) < i

)
.

Note however that 〈a〉1[a]2 Φ is not equivalent to [a]2〈a〉1 Φ. A way of getting acquainted with alternations
is to think in terms of a two-player game. For instance, the formula 〈a〉1[a]2 Φ is true if the following two-
player game is won by the player called Prover:

1. Prover makes a move in component 1

2. Refuter makes a move in component 2

3. Prover wins if and only if the final configuration of 1 and 2 satisfies Φ,

whereas formula [a]2〈a〉1 Φ is true if Prover wins the game in which Refuter plays first.
Substitution {i ← j}Φ expresses that Φ becomes true if the i-th component is considered as a copy of

the j-th one. For instance 〈a〉1> implies {2 ← 1}〈a〉2>. We may sometimes abbreviate the permutation
{i, j ← j, i} with {i↔ j}.

2.4 Types

We now expose the type system that we use to rule out formulas for which the semantics of a formula
µX .Φ is not the one of a fixpoint. The type system we introduce also has another important goal: it helps
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{u,t} {u,t}

{u} {u}{t} {t}

∅ ∅

any

none
dual(v) =


{dual(⊕) | ⊕ ∈ v} if v ⊆ {u,t}

dual(w) if v = w

v if v ∈ {none, any}

v1 ◦ v2 =



none if none ∈ {v1, v2}

any if none 6∈ {v1, v2}
and any ∈ {v1, v2}

v1 ∩ v2 if v1, v2 ⊆ {u,t}

v1 ∩ v2 if v1, v2 ⊆ {u,t}

dual(v1) ∩ v2 if v1, v2 ⊆ {u,t}

dual(v1) ∩ v2 if v1, v2 ⊆ {u,t}

Figure 1: The lattice of variances, the dual of a variance, and the composition of two variances.

characterizing a fragment of the logic that can be model-checked more efficiently (see Section 2.5). Basically,
these two goals are obtained by tracking how predicate transformers use their parameters, which leads us to
the introduction of variances.

2.4.1 Variances

Definition 1 (Additivity). Let A and B be two lattices. We say that a function f : A → B is ⊕-additive,
for ⊕ ∈ {u,t}, if f(X1 ⊕X2) = f(X1)⊕ f(X2).

Example 1. JλX, Y, Z.X∧(〈a〉1Y ∨[b]2Z)K is both t-additive and u-additive in the parameter X, t-additive
in the parameter Y , and u-additive in the parameter Z.

A variance v is an element of the lattice of Figure 1. We write � for the order on variances, any being
the least element.

Definition 2 (Variance semantics). Let v be a variance, and A,B be two boolean algebras.

• A function f : A → B is said to have variance v ⊆ {u,t} if f is monotonic and ⊕-additive for all
⊕ ∈ v.

• f is said to have variance v if the function ¬f defined by (¬f)(x) = ¬f(x) has variance v.

• f is said to have variance any in any case (whatever the function f is).

• f is said to have variance none if f is a constant function.

We define dual(u) := t and dual(t) := u. In Figure 1, we define for any variances v, v1, v2 the variances
dual(v) and v1 ◦ v2.

Lemma 1. The following holds:

1. if f : A→ B has variance v2 and v1 � v2, then f also has variance v1.

2. if f : A → B has variance v, then the function dual(f) : A → B defined as dual(f)(x) = ¬f(¬x) has
variance dual(v);

3. if f1 : B → C and f2 : A→ B have variances v1 and v2 respectively, then f1 ◦ f2 has variance v1 ◦ v2.
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Γ ` > : •
Γ ` Φ1 : • Γ ` Φ2 : •

Γ ` Φ1 ∧ Φ2 : •
Γ ` Φ : τ

Γ ` ¬Φ : τ

Γ ` Φ : •
{t} ◦ Γ ` 〈a〉iΦ : •

Γ ` Φ : •
Γ ` {~i← ~j}Φ : •

v ⊆ {u,t} or v = any

Γ, Xv : τ ` X : τ

Γ1 ` F : •v → τ Γ2 ` Φ : •
Γ ` F Φ : τ

Γ � Γ1

Γ � v ◦ Γ2

Γ, X∅ : τ ` Φ

Γ ` µX :τ . Φ
X 6∈ vars(Γ)

Γ, Xv : • ` Φ : τ

Γ ` λXv :• . Φ : •v → τ
X 6∈ vars(Γ)

Figure 2: The type system of the polyadic higher-order fixpoint logic.

2.4.2 Typing rules

Remember that a type is either the ground type • or the arrow type τv → σ, where τ, σ are types and v is
a variance. These types are those of the simply typed λ calculus, with • being the ground type (the type
of formulas). The slight difference with simple types is that every arrow type is decorated with a variance.
Such variance types have been already introduced by Viswanathan [9], with the unique goal of ensuring that
fixpoints do exist. Since we also aim at identifying a fragment of the logic for which model-checking can
be more efficient, we have significantly enriched their notion of variance. In our setting, the variance + of
Viswanathan’s type system corresponds to ∅, the variance − corresponds to ∅, and 0 corresponds to any.

A type judgement is a judgement of the form Γ ` Φ : •, or Γ ` F : τ , where the type environment Γ is
a set of type assignments Xv : • or F v : τ . Variances thus also occur in the type environments. For a type
environment Γ = {Xv1

1 : τ1, . . . , X
vn
n : τn}, we define the type environment

v ◦ Γ := {Xv◦v1
1 : τ1, . . . , X

v◦vn
n : τn}.

If Γ′ = {Xv′1
1 : τ1, . . . , X

v′n
n : τn} is another type environment that only differs from Γ with respect to the

variances, we write Γ � Γ′ if vi � v′i for all i = 1, . . . , n.
Intuitively, Γ ` Φ is a valid judgement if every free variable occurring in Φ is used with the variance

specified in Γ. Before proceeding to the typing rules, we make this notion a bit more formal. Let Dτ be
the set defined inductively over τ : if τ = •, then Dτ = Prr; if τ = σv → σ′, then Dτ is the set of functions
f : Dσ → Dσ′ that have variance v.

Definition 3 (Valid judgements). A type judgement F v11 : τ1, . . . , F
vn
n : τn, X

vn+1

1 : •, . . . , Xvn+m
m : • ` Φ : •

is said to be valid if the following holds

1. all predicate variables occurring free in Φ are in {X1, . . . , Xm}, and

2. all predicate transformer variables occuring free in Φ are in {F1, . . . , Fn}, and

3. the function ρ 7→ η 7→ JΦKη,ρ is in Dτ where τ = τv11 → · · · → τvnn → •vn+1 → · · · → •vn+m → •.

We are now concerned with the typing rules defined on Figure 2. The first issue of the type system is
to deal with negation. In order to derive a type judgement Γ ` ¬Φ : •, we first derive a type judgement
Γ′ ` Φ : •. Then the type judgement Γ ` ¬Φ : • is valid if the type environment Γ′ is the same as Γ but
with negated variances. In Figure 2 we write Γ for the typing environment ∅ ◦Γ in which every assumption
Xv : τ from Γ is replaced by the assumption Xv : τ .
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Example 2. Consider the formula µX : • . ¬X Then in order to type it, we should be able to derive the
type judgement X∅ : • ` ¬X : • (according to the rule for µ in Figure 2). When we eliminate the negation,

we get the type judgement X∅ : • ` X : •. We are then stuck, because the axiom for free variables does
not apply in this case, since the variance v = ∅ is neither a monotone one (i.e. a subset of {u,t}), nor the
variance any. The formula µX :• . ¬X is therefore ill-typed.

The second concern is to deal with modalities. In order to derive a type judgement Γ ` 〈a〉iΦ : τ , we
first derive the type judgement Γ′ ` Φ. Like for negation, a variable X may have a variance v in Γ, but a
difference variance v′ in Γ′: for instance, even if X is u-additive in Φ, it is no longer u additive in 〈a〉iΦ; the
side-effect of the modality is to transform v′ into v = {t} ◦ v′

The third concern is to deal with function application. In order to derive a type judgement Γ ` F Φ : τ ,
we derive the two type judgements Γ1 ` F : •v → τ and Γ2 ` Φ : •. First consider the simplest case of a
variable X that does not occur in Φ, but possibly occurs in F; then X has the same variance in F and F Φ, so
Γ and Γ1 should contain the same assumption about this variable. Now consider the case of a variable X that
does not occur in F, but possibly occurs in Φ. Note that the cases of negation and modalities actually are
special cases of this case (seeing ¬ and 〈a〉i as predicate transformers with variances ∅ and {t} respectively).
Then X has a variance v2 in Φ, but a variance v ◦ v2 in F Φ. In the most general case, X occurs both in F
and Φ, and then it may be necessary to make different assumptions about its variance in Γ, Γ1 and Γ2 (see
Example 3 below).

Definition 4. A type judgement is said to be derivable if it follows from the rules and axioms of Figure 2.

Example 3. Consider the formula(
µF :τ . λXv :• . 〈a〉1(Y ∧ (F ¬(F X)))

)
[b]1Y

where τ := •v → • and v = ∅. Then a derivation tree for this formula is given below.2

Y {u,t} : • ` Y : •
F∅ : τ ` F : τ

F∅ : τ ` F : τ X∅ : • ` X : •
F∅ : τ,Xv : • ` F X : •

2

F v : τ,X∅ : • ` ¬(F X) : •
F∅ : τ , Xv : • ` F ¬(F X) : •

Y {u,t} : • , F∅ : τ , Xv : • ` Y ∧ (F ¬(F X)) : •
Y {u,t} : • , F∅ : τ , Xv : • ` 〈a〉1(Y ∧ (F ¬(F X))) : •
Y {t} : • , F∅ : τ ` λXv :• . 〈a〉1(Y ∧ (F ¬(F X))) : τ

Y {t} : • ` µF :τ . λXv :• . 〈a〉1(Y ∧ (F ¬(F X))) : τ

Y {u,t} : • ` Y : •

Y {u,t} : • ` ¬Y : •

Y {u} : • ` 〈b〉1¬Y : •
1

Y {u} : • ` [b]1Y : •
Y any : • `

(
µF :τ . λXv :• . 〈a〉1(Y ∧ (F ¬(F X)))

)
[b]1Y : •

3

We comment on a few steps in this derivation tree.

1. When we introduce the 〈b〉1 modality, we have to update the variance of Y (see rule for modalities in
Figure 2): since {t} ◦ {t,u} = {u} (see Figure 1), the variance of Y becomes {u} in the conclusion
of this rule.

2. The function application F X is typed according to the rule for function application (see Figure 2).
In particular, the variance of X is ∅ in the premise but Xv in the conclusion, because F : •v → •, and
v ◦ ∅ = v. Two steps later, when typing the function application F ¬(F X), the variances of F and
X are again different in the right premise and in the conclusion.

3. The rule applied at the root of the derivation tree is one example where a variable gets three different
variances in the left premise, the right premise, and the conclusion. In the left premise, we have
Y {t} : •, and in the right one we have Y {u} : •. In the conclusion, we need an assumption Y w : • such
that w � {t} and w � v (since v ◦ {u} = v): the only solution therefore is w = any.

Lemma 2. If a type judgement is derivable, then it is valid.
2Note that for better readability, we omit the type assumptions of the form Znone : τ .
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Algorithm 1 Naive Symbolic Model Checking

Eval(Φ, η, ρ) . assume Ti = (Pri,Act,→i) to be fixed for i = 1, . . . , r
case Φ of

> return Pr1 × · · · × Prr
Ψ1 ∧Ψ2 return Eval(Ψ1, η, ρ) ∩ Eval(Ψ2, η, ρ)

¬Φ return Pr1 × · · · × Prr\Eval(Φ, η, ρ)
〈a〉iΨ return Pre(a, i,Eval(Ψ, η, ρ))
F Φ X ← Eval(Φ, η, ρ)

table ← Eval2(F, η, ρ, 1)
return table[X ]

X return η(X)
µX :• .Ψ X ′ ← ∅

repeat
X ← X ′
X ′ ← Eval(Ψ, η[X 7→ X ], ρ)

until X = X ′
return X

end case

2.5 Model-Checking

2.5.1 A Symbolic Model-Checking Algorithm

We give a model checking algorithm that can be seen as a suitable extension of the usual fixpoint iteration
algorithm for the modal µ-calculus. It merges the ideas used in model checking for the polyadic µ-calculus
[14] and for higher-order fixpoint logic [12, 10].

Algorithm 1 takes as input a formula Φ, a tuple (T1, . . . , Tr), where for every i = 1, . . . , r, Ti is the LTS
(Pri,Act,→i), and returns the set of all r-tuples of processes from these LTS that satisfy Φ. Model checking
is done by simply computing the semantics of each such subformula on the underlying LTS.

The difference to model checking the modal µ-calculus is the handling of the predicate transformers.
Note that the semantics of a predicate transformer can be represented as a table with (2Πr

i=1|Pri|)k many
entries — one for each possible combination of argument values to this function. Algorithm 2 (Eval2) is
designed to compute such a table for the corresponding subformulas.

Theorem 3. Let Φ be a closed formula of PHFL(r) and k ≥ 0 such that all predicate transformers appearing
in Φ have arity at most k. Let T1, T2, . . . , Tr be finite LTS, each of size n at most. Then Eval(Φ, [], [])
correctly computes JΦK in time O(nr · 2nr·k·|Φ|).

Proof. Correctness is established through a straight-forward induction on the structure of Φ. Note that
the theorem is too weak to be used as an inductive invariant. Instead, one can easily prove the following
stronger assertion: for any formula Φ and any interpretations η, ρ, a call of Eval(Φ, η, ρ) computes JΦKη,ρ.
For most cases this follows immediately from the definition of the semantics and the induction hypothesis.
For fixpoint formulas it also uses the well-known characterisation of least/greatest fixpoints by their chain
of approximants. Note that the underlying power lattice is finite, even for the predicate transformers. Thus,
fixpoint iteration from below — as done in algorithm Eval2 — converges to the least/greatest fixpoint of
the corresponding function in a finite number of steps.

The upper bound on the worst-case running time is established as follows. Clearly, the running time for
each case-clause is dominated by the one for fixpoint formulas which — disregarding recursive calls — can
be done in time O(nr ·2nrk). Note that it needs to fill a table with 2n

rk many entries using fixpoint iteration.
Each table entry can change at most nr many times due to monotonicity. Furthermore, note that it is not
the case that the semantics of each subformula is only computed once. Because of nested fixpoint formulas,
we obtain an additional exponent which is bounded by the number of fixpoint formulas, i.e. also bounded
by |Φ|, resulting in an upper bound of O(nr · 2nr·k·|Φ|).
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Algorithm 2 Naive Symbolic Model Checking (Continuation)

Eval2(F, η, ρ, i)
case F of
λXv :• . Φ for all X ∈ P(Pr1 × · · · × Prr) do

if i=1
then table[X ] ← Eval(Φ, η[X 7→ X ], ρ)
else table[X ] ← Eval2(Φ, η[X 7→ X ], ρ,i-1)

return table
F return ρ(F )
¬F′ table ← Eval2(F′, η, ρ, i)

return Negate table(table,i)
F′ Φ X ← Eval(Φ, η, ρ)

table ← Eval2(F′, η, ρ, i+ 1)
return table[X ]

µF :τ . F′ table’ ← Constant table(∅, i)
repeat

table ← table’
table’ ← Eval2(F′, η, ρ[F 7→ table’], i)

until table=table’

return table[ ~X ]
end case

Thus, model checking for this logic can be done in exponential time. Since the model-checking problem
for HFL at order 1 is EXPTIME-complete [12], this algorithm is asymptotically optimal. However, the com-
plexity can be improved significantly on some fragments of the logic. Note for instance that this estimation
does not take fixpoint alternation into account, one of the main sources for a high complexity of modal
µ-calculus model checking. It would in principle be possible to refine the analysis according to this but there
is no standard notion of fixpoint alternation between recursive predicate transformers (yet) and, most of all,
the application in the theory of process equivalences that we focus on in this work does not need fixpoint
alternation anyway. We therefore focus our attention onto other sources of high model checking complexity.

Definition 5. We say that a formula has no predicate transformers if it is a formula of rank r of the polyadic
modal mu-calculus, possibly with free predicate variables, but no predicate transformer. We write Lrµ to
denote the set of formulas that have no predicate transformers.

Theorem 4. Algorithm Eval runs in time O(nr·|Φ|) for formulas in Lrµ.

Proof. Observe that for formulas without predicate transformers, the algorithm never calls Eval2 and thus
never fills the aforementioned tables.

2.6 A Fragment with Polynomial Space Model Checking

Algorithm Eval2 uses a table with 2n
rk entries, thus exponentially large in the number of states n. We now

identify a fragment of PHFL(r) for which we can avoid to store all entries of this table and only store a “basis”
that contains only a polynomial number of entries, thus yielding a PSPACE algorithm for model-checking.

Definition 6. A formula Φ in PHFL(r) is in the additive fragment if for all recursive predicate transformers
µF :τ . F occuring in the formula, for all variances v occuring in τ , v is neither any, nor ∅, nor ∅.

Example 4. For instance, in the formula µF :λ ..X〈a〉1X ∧ (F ([a]2X)), the recursive predicate transformer
F is not additive : due to the subformula 〈a〉1X, it cannot be u-additive, and due to the subformula F (〈a〉X),
it cannot be t-additive either. As a consequence, this formula does not belong to the additive fragment. On
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Algorithm 3 Evaluating f(X ) from X and a small table representing f

Eval3(small table, X , k, v)
if X is basic, then return small table[X ]
case v of

none return small table[∅]
{t} small table’ ← small constant table(∅, k − 1)

for all ~P ∈ X do

small table’ ← union small tables(small table’, small table[{~P}], k − 1)
end for
return small table’

{u} small table’ ← small constant table(Pr1× · · · × Prr, k − 1)

for all ~P 6∈ X do

Y ← Pr1× · · · × Prr \{~P}
small table’ ← intersection small tables(small table’, small table[Y], k − 1)

end for
return small table’

{t,u} return Eval3(small table, X , k, {t})
v small table’ ← negate small table(small table,k)

small table” ← Eval3(small table’, X , v)
small table”’ ← negate small table(small table”’, k − 1)
return small table”’

end case

the other hand, the formula(
µF . λX, Y, Z . X ∧ F (〈a〉1Y ∨ Z) (〈a〉1Y ) ([b]2Z)

)
> > >

is in the additive fragment, because F is {t,u}-additive in X, t-additive in Y , and u-additive in Z.

We call a semantic predicate X ⊆ Prr basic if it is either a singleton {~P}, or the complement of a singleton

Prr \ {~P}, or ∅, or Prr. Note that for any ⊕ ∈ {u,t}, a semantic predicate X ⊆ Prr can be decomposed
into a finite ⊕-sum of basic semantic predicates. For k ≥ 0, we call small table a k-dimensional table whose
entries are k-tuples of basic semantic predicates, and such that t[X1] . . . [Xk] is a semantic predicate; if k = 0,
a small table is thus identified with a semantic predicate.

Let f : P(Prr)k → P(Prr)), for some k ≥ 0. We say that a small table t samples f if t[X1] . . . [Xk] =
f(X1, . . . ,Xk) for all k-tuple of basic semantic predicate X1, . . . ,Xk. We now consider the function Eval3
defined on Algorithm 3

Lemma 5. Let f : P(Prr)→ (P(Prr)k−1 → P(Prr)), k ≥ 1 be a function with variance v. Let t is a small
table sampling f . Then Eval3(t, X , v, k) returns a small table sampling f(X ).

Theorem 6. There is a polynomial space algorithm that takes as input a formula of the additive fragment
of PHFL(r) and a LTS T and returns JΦK.

Proof. The model-checking algorithm proceeds along the same lines as Eval and Eval2, but instead of
storing a table whose entries are all k-tuples of semantic predicates, it only stores a small table. The only
differences are the following.

• In Eval2, when computing the small table for λX . Φ or µF : τ . F, we fill the table by evaluating
the function on all basic semantic predicates instead of all semantic predicates. In order to check if a
fixpoint is reached, we compare the small tables instead of the full tables.

• In Eval and Eval2, when evaluating F Φ, we compute the semantic predicate X = JΦK as before, and
we also call Eval2 for evaluating F, which gives us a small table t. Finally, instead of returning t[X ]

11
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Figure 3: The linear-time branching-time hierarchy.

(which is not defined if X is not basic), we return the result of Eval3(t,X ,v,k) – assuming that v and
k are given or inferred in a previous typing phase.

Since the number of basic semantic predicates is 2|Pr|r + 2, and since a semantic predicate can be
represented with a bit table in space |Pr|, a small table consumes polynomial space only. Overal, the
algorithm uses polynomial space.

3 Process Equivalences

In this section we present the hierarchy of the linear-time branching-time spectrum [15], depicted in Fig-
ure 3, and we show how each of these process equivalences can be defined by a formula Φ in PHFL(2), or
exceptionally PHFL(3). As a consequence of our complexity results of the previous section, and of the shape
of the formulas defining the process equivalences, we give a uniform proof of the complexity of each of these
process equivalences.

We say that a relation R over processes is defined by a closed formula ΦR if for all processes P,Q we
have

P R Q ⇔ (P,Q) |= ΦR.
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3.1 Process Equivalences in PHFL(2)

A finite trace t ∈ Act∗ of P0 is a finite sequence of actions a1, . . . , an s.t. there are P0, . . . , Pn with Pi−1
ai−−→Pi

for all i = 1, . . . , n. We write P
t−→Q if there is a trace t of P that ends in Q. For any t = a1, . . . , an ∈ Act∗

we write 〈t〉iΦ to abbreviate 〈a1〉i . . . 〈an〉iΦ, and similarly for [t]i.

Finite Trace Equivalence Two processes are trace equivalent if both have the same set of finite traces.

Definition 7. Let T (P ) := {t ∈ Act∗ | ∃Q.P t−→Q} be the set of all finite traces of P . Two processes P and
Q are finite trace equivalent, P ∼t Q, if T (P ) = T (Q).

If we were to consider a logic with infinite conjunctions, a formula defining finite trace equivalence could
be
∧
t∈Act∗〈t〉1> ⇔ 〈t〉2>. Now consider the formula Φt :=(

νF . λX, Y . (X ⇔ Y ) ∧
∧
a∈Act

F 〈a〉1X 〈a〉2Y
)

> >.

Unfolding the recursive predicate transformer, we get:

F > > = (> ⇔ >) ∧
∧

a∈Act
F 〈a〉1> 〈a〉2>

=
∧

a∈Act
(〈a〉1> ⇔ 〈a〉2>) ∧

∧
t∈Act2

F 〈t〉1> 〈t〉2>

=
∧

t∈Act∪Act2
(〈t〉1> ⇔ 〈t〉2>) ∧

∧
t∈Act3

F 〈t〉1> 〈t〉2>

=
∧

t∈Act∪Act2∪···∪Acti
(〈t〉1> ⇔ 〈t〉2>) ∧

∧
t∈Acti+1

F 〈t〉1> 〈t〉2>

In particular, the above formula implies the formula 〈t〉1> ⇔ 〈t〉2> for any t, so it implies the infinite
conjunct

∧
t∈Act∗〈t〉1> ⇔ 〈t〉2>.

Proposition 7. Φt defines trace equivalence.

Proof. Let us fix some processes P,Q. Assume first that P,Q |= Φt. Let t ∈ Act∗. Unfolding F in Φt |t|
times, we get that Φt implies 〈t〉1> ⇔ 〈t〉2>; since this holds for all t ∈ Act∗, P and Q are trace equivalent.

Assume now that P,Q are trace equivalent, and let F ′ = λX, Y .
∧
t∈Act∗〈t〉1X ⇔ 〈t〉2Y . Clearly,

P,Q |= F ′ >>. Moreover F ′ satisfies the equation of F in Φt. Since F is the greatest solution of this equation,
F ′ X Y entails F X Y for all X,Y . In particular F ′ > > entails F > >, and finally P,Q |= F > >.

Completed Trace Equivalence Completed trace equivalence cares about completed traces, i.e. a trace
that cannot perform further actions. Two processes are completed trace equivalent if they both have the
same set of traces and the same set of completed traces.

Definition 8. A sequence t ∈ Act∗ of a process P is a completed trace if there is a Q s.t. P t−→Q and
I (Q) = ∅. Let CT (P ) be the set of all completed traces of P . Two processes P and Q are completed trace
equivalent, P ∼ct Q, if T (P ) = T (Q) and CT (P ) = CT (Q).

Clearly, completed trace equivalence is included in finite trace equivalence, however, the converse does
not hold. The following example depicts two processes that have the same set of traces (i.e. {ε, a, ab}), but
they do not have the same set of completed traces.

T1
a b

a

a

b
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The first one can perform the run ab, and the second one can additionally perform the run a. Thus, the
deadlock a only belongs to the second process but not to the first one.

Proposition 8. Consider the formula

Φct , Φt ∧
((
νF . λX, Y . (X ⇔ Y ) ∧

∧
a∈Act

F 〈a〉1X 〈a〉2Y
)

deadlock1 deadlock2

)
where

deadlocki ,
∧
a∈Act

[a]i⊥.

Then Φct defines completed trace equivalence.

The proof proceeds along the same lines as the one for Proposition 7. This is also true of all subsequent
characterisations of further process equivalences which is why those proofs are omitted as well.

Failures Equivalence In failures equivalence we collect failure pairs from each process. A failure pair
consists of a trace t and a set of actions that the process cannot perform after running t, these are called
refusal actions.

Definition 9. A pair 〈t, A〉 ∈ Act∗ × 2Act is a failure pair of P if there is a process Q s.t. P t−→Q and
I (Q) ∩ A = ∅. Let F (P ) denote the set of all failure pairs of P . Two processes P and Q are failures
equivalent, P ∼f Q, if F (P ) = F (Q).

Failures equivalence is finer than completed trace equivalence. Consider the following two processes.

a

a

b

c

a

b

c

Both have the same set of traces {ε, a, ab, ac} and the same set of completed traces {ab, ac}, therefore, they
are completed trace equivalent. But the first process has the failure pairs 〈a, {c}〉, 〈a, {b}〉, 〈a, {a, c}〉 and
〈a, {a, b}〉 which the second one does not.

Proposition 9. Consider the formula

Φf ,
∧

A⊆Act

((
νF . λX, Y . (X ⇔ Y ) ∧

∧
a∈Act

F 〈a〉1X 〈a〉2Y
)

fail1(A) fail2(A)
)

where
faili(A) ,

∧
a∈A

[a]i⊥.

Then Φf defines failures equivalence.

Failure Trace Equivalence In the next level we have failure trace equivalence, the difference with failures
equivalence is that instead of failure pairs we build failure traces, which are sequences consisting of the union
of traces and sets of refusal actions.

Definition 10. A failure trace is a u ∈ (Act∪2Act)∗. We extend the reachability relation of processes to failure

traces by including P
ε−→ft P for any P and the triples P

A−−→ft P whenever I (P )∩A = ∅, and then closing it

off under compositions: if P u−→ftR and R u′−−→ftQ then P uu′−−−→ftQ. Let FT (P ) := {u | ∃Q.P u−→ftQ} be the
set of all failure traces of P . Two processes P and Q are failure trace equivalent, P ∼ft Q, if FT (P ) = FT (Q).
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Failure trace equivalence is finer than failures equivalence as the following example shows.

T2

a

a

b

a

b

c

a

b

a

a

b

a

b

c

b

a

These two are failures equivalent but not failure trace equivalent, since the failure traces a{a}bb and a{c}ba
only occur in the first process, and likewise, the failure traces a{a}ba and a{c}bb only occur in the second
one.

Proposition 10. Consider the formula Φft ,(
νF . λX, Y . (X ⇔ Y ) ∧

∧
a∈Act

F 〈a〉1X 〈a〉2Y ∧
∧

A⊆Act

F fail1(A) ∧X fail2(A) ∧ Y
)
> >

Then Φft defines failure trace equivalence.

Proof. The proof follows the same principle as the one for trace equivalence, except that instead of simple

traces it deals now with failure traces that include the transitions A−−→.

Readiness Equivalence Next we have readiness equivalence which, equally to failures equivalence, is
based on observables of the form 〈t, A〉. Instead of refusal actions, a ready pair contains a set of ready
actions (i.e. actions that are ready to be performed after some trace t).

Definition 11. A pair 〈t, A〉 ∈ Act∗ × 2Act is a ready pair of P if there is a process Q s.t. P t−→Q and
A = I (Q). Let R(P ) denote the set of all ready pairs of P . Two processes P and Q are ready equivalent,
P ∼r Q, if R(P ) = R(Q).

Readiness equivalence is finer than failures equivalence but it is incomparable with failure trace equiv-
alence. The following two processes are failures and even failure trace equivalent, but they are not ready
equivalent since the ready pair 〈a, {b, c}〉 belongs only to the second process.

T3

a

a

b

c

a

a

a

b

b

c

c

Furthermore, as explained before, the two processes in T2 (used to exemplify faile trace equivelance) are in
fact not failure trace equivalent. They are however failures and ready equivalent. Therefore, readiness and
failure trace equivalences are incomparable.

Figure 4: Two processes that are failures and failure trace but not ready equivalent.

Proposition 11. Consider the formula

Φr ,
∧

A⊆Act

((
νF . λX, Y . (X ⇔ Y ) ∧

∧
a∈Act

F 〈a〉1X 〈a〉2Y
)

ready1(A) ready2(A)
)

where
readyi(A) ,

∧
a∈A
〈a〉i> ∧

∧
a 6∈A

[a]i⊥.

Then Φr defines ready equivalence.
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Template Formula∧
Φ∈Pred

(
νF . λX, Y . (X ⇔ Y ) ∧

∧
Ψ∈Mod

F Ψ {1↔ 2}Ψ[Y/X]
)

Φ {1↔ 2}Φ

equivalence Mod Pred

finite trace { 〈a〉1X : a ∈ Act } {>}

completed trace { 〈a〉1X : a ∈ Act } {> , deadlock1 }

failures { 〈a〉1X : a ∈ Act } { fail1(A) : A ⊆ Act}

failure trace { 〈a〉1X : a ∈ Act } ∪ {X ∧ fail1(A) : A ⊆ Act } {>}

readiness { 〈a〉1X : a ∈ Act } { ready1(A) : A ⊆ Act}

ready trace { 〈a〉1X : a ∈ Act } ∪ {X ∧ ready1(A) : A ⊆ Act } {>}

Table 1: Instantiations of the parameters for the trace-based template formula.

Ready Trace Equivalence Similar to failure trace equivalence, two processes are ready trace equivalent
if they have the same set of ready traces. A ready trace is a sequence consisting of the union of traces and
sets of ready actions.

Definition 12. A ready trace is a u ∈ (Act ∪ 2Act)∗. We extend the reachability relation of processes to

ready traces by including P ε−→rt P , and P A−−→rt P whenever I (P ) = A, and closing it off under compositions
as in the case of failure trace equivalence. Let RT (P ) := {u | ∃Q.P u−→rtQ} be the set of all ready traces of
P . Two processes P and Q are ready trace equivalent, P ∼rt Q, if RT (P ) = RT (Q).

Ready trace equivalence is finer than readiness and failure trace equivalences. The two processes in T2

above are ready equivalent. However, they are not ready trace equivalent because the ready traces a{b, c}b
and a{a, b}a occur only in the first process but the ready traces a{b, c}a and a{a, b}b belong only to the
second one. Moreover, consider the two processes in T3 (used to exemplify readiness equivalence). They are
failure trace equivalent but the ready trace a{b, c} occurs only in the second process. Hence, they are not
ready trace equivalent.

Proposition 12. The following formula defines ready trace equivalence; Φft ,(
νF . λX, Y . (X ⇔ Y ) ∧

∧
a∈Act

F (〈a〉1X) (〈a〉2Y ) ∧
∧

A⊆Act

F (X ∧ ready1(A)) (Y ∧ ready2(A))
)
> >.

Summary In order to compare all the defining formulas seen so far, we introduce a template formula (see
Table 1) that is parametric in two finite sets Pred and Mod of L2

µ formulas. All trace-based equivalences
seen so far are obtained by filling the template formula with different instantiations of the two parameters:
the parameter Mod can be seen as the type of traces we want to compute, whereas the parameter Pred
computes the set of states where such traces end. It is easy to see that for the first equivalence we just want
to compute all the possible traces, and for the second equivalence all the possible traces and all the possible
traces that end in a deadlock or completed trace. We can also observe interesting aspects of the encoding
between the remaining four equivalences: failures and readiness only differ in the sense that they compare
traces ending in the same sets of refusal and ready actions respectively, on the other hand, for failure and
ready trace equivalences, the sets of refusal and ready actions are within the traces.
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3.2 Process Equivalences in L2
µ

We now consider the simulation-based process equivalences of the hierarchy depicted in Fig. 3. It turns out
that defining formulas for these equivalences is even simpler as before, as it is not necessary to use predicate
transformers. We later comment on this when we discuss complexity results.

Simulation Equivalence A simulation is a relation between two processes such that the second can always
follow the actions of the first one in a set-by-step fashion. Two processes that can simulate each other are
similar or simulation equivalent.

Definition 13. A binary relation R is a simulation on processes if it satisfies for any a ∈ Act: if (P,Q) ∈ R
and P a−→P ′, then ∃Q′.Q a−→Q′ and (P ′, Q′) ∈ R. P and Q are similar, P ∼s Q, if there are simulations R
and R′ s.t. (P,Q) ∈ R and (Q,P ) ∈ R′.

As it can be seen from the hierarchy, simulation equivalence is finer than trace equivalence, but it is inde-
pendent of completed trace, failures, failure trace, readiness, ready trace and possible-futures equivalences.
Recall the processes in the transition system T1 used to exemplify completed trace equivalence above. They
are trace and simulation equivalent but not completed trace equivalent. Additionally, the two processes

a

a

b

b

a

b

a

b

b

a

b

are ready trace equivalent but not simulation equivalent, since the second process can simulate the first one
but not vice-versa.

Proposition 13. Consider the formula

Φs , νX .
∧
a∈Act

[a]1〈a〉2X ∧ νY .
∧
a∈Act

[a]2〈a〉1Y .

Then Φs defines simulation equivalence.

Proof. The claim is that the relation R = {(P ′, Q′) | P ′, Q′ |= νX .
∧
a∈Act[a]1〈a〉2X} is a simulation relation,

and by definition of the greatest fixpoint, it is the largest simulation relation, so P,Q |= νX .
∧
a∈Act[a]1〈a〉2X

if and only if there is a simulation R such that (P,Q) ∈ R.

The other process equivalences that we are about to consider combine some already introduced notions
(failures pairs, ready pairs,. . . ), with the idea of simulation.

Completed Simulation Equivalence Completed simulation equivalence combines the ideas behind com-
pleted trace and simulation equivalence and is included in both of them. However, it is incomparable to
failures and ready trace equivalences.

Definition 14. A binary relation R is a completed simulation on processes if it satisfies for any a ∈ Act:
(1) if (P,Q) ∈ R and P a−→P ′, then ∃Q′.Q a−→Q′ and (P ′, Q′) ∈ R, and (2) if (P,Q) ∈ R then I (P ) = ∅ ⇔
I (Q) = ∅. Two processes P and Q are completed simulation equivalent, P ∼cs Q, if there are completed
simulations R and R′ s.t. (P,Q) ∈ R and (Q,P ) ∈ R′.

Proposition 14. Consider the formula Φcs , Φcs1 ∧ {1↔ 2}Φcs1, where Φcs1 :=

νX . (deadlock1 ⇔ deadlock2) ∧
∧
a∈Act

[a]1〈a〉2X.

Then Φcs defines completed simulation equivalence.
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Ready Simulation Equivalence Ready simulation is a combination of ready trace and simulation equiv-
alences and is included in both of them. It should be noted that a combination of either failures, failure
trace or readiness with simulation equivalence, matches the semantics of ready simulation. Therefore, we
can merge them.

Definition 15. A binary relation R is a ready simulation on processes if it satisfies for any a ∈ Act: (1)
if (P,Q) ∈ R and P a−→P ′, then ∃Q′.Q a−→Q′ and (P ′, Q′) ∈ R, and (2) if (P,Q) ∈ R then I (P ) = I (Q).
Two processes P and Q are ready simulation equivalent, P ∼rs Q, if there are ready simulations R and R′
s.t. (P,Q) ∈ R and (Q,P ) ∈ R′.

Proposition 15. Consider the formula Φrs , Φrs′ ∧ {1↔ 2}Φrs′ , where Φrs′ :=

νX .
∧

A⊆Act

ready1(A)⇔ ready2(A) ∧
∧
a∈Act

[a]1〈a〉2X.

Then Φrs defines ready simulation.

2-Nested Simulation Equivalence A 2-nested simulation can be seen as a simulation contained in a
simulation equivalence. 2-nested simulation is finer than ready simulation and possible-futures equivalences
(to be defined later).

Definition 16. A binary relation R is a 2-nested simulation on processes if it satisfies for any a ∈ Act: 1)
if (P,Q) ∈ R and P a−→P ′, then ∃Q′.Q a−→Q′ and (P ′, Q′) ∈ R, and 2) if (P,Q) ∈ R then Q ∼s P . Two
processes P and Q are 2-nested simulation equivalent, P ∼ns Q, if there are 2-nested simulations R and R′
s.t. (P,Q) ∈ R and (Q,P ) ∈ R′.

Proposition 16. Consider the formula

Φns , νX . Φs ∧
∧
a∈Act

[a]1〈a〉2X ∧ νY . Φs ∧
∧
a∈Act

[a]2〈a〉1Y .

Then Φns defines 2-nested simulation equivalence.

Bisimulation Equivalence Bisimulation equivalence is a variant of simulation equivalence where the two
sides play symmetric roles “in every turn”.

Definition 17. A binary relation R is a bisimulation on processes if it satisfies for any a ∈ Act: 1) if
(P,Q) ∈ R and P a−→P ′, then ∃Q′.Q a−→Q′ and (P ′, Q′) ∈ R, and 2) if (P,Q) ∈ R and Q a−→Q′, then
∃P ′.P a−→P ′ and (P ′, Q′) ∈ R. Two processes P and Q are bisimilar, P ∼b Q, if there is a bisimulation R
s.t. (P,Q) ∈ R.

Bisimilarity is finer than 2-nested simulation. The two processes

1

a

a

b

b

b

a

2
a

b

b

a

are 2-nested simulation equivalent but not bisimilar. Indeed, observe that states 1 and 2 are not bisimilar
(they are not even complete trace equivalent), so the initial states are not bisimilar.

Proposition 17. Consider the formula

Φb , νX .
∧
a∈Act

[a]1〈a〉2X ∧
∧
a∈Act

[a]2〈a〉1X.

Then Φb defines bisimulation.

The definability of bisimilarity in L2
µ has of course been observed before [8, 7].
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Template Formula

νY .
(
νX .

∧
Ψ∈Mod

Ψ ∧ Test
)
∧ {1↔ 2}Y

equivalence Mod Test

simulation { [a]1〈a〉2X : a ∈ Act } >

completed simulation { [a]1〈a〉2X : a ∈ Act } deadlock1 ⇔ deadlock2

ready simulation { [a]1〈a〉2X : a ∈ Act }
∧
A⊆Act ready1(A)⇔ ready2(A)

2-nested simulation { [a]1〈a〉2X : a ∈ Act } Φs

bisimulation { [a]1〈a〉2X , [a]2〈a〉1X : a ∈ Act } >

Table 2: Instantiations of the parameters for the simulation-based template formula.

Summary Like it was the case in the previous section, it is possible to compare the formulas seen so far and
introduce a template formula parameterized with two parameters, so that all formulas for simulation-based
equivalences appear as particular instantiations of these parameters. Table 2 shows this template formula.
Note that the role of the outermost fixpoint Y is to ensure that the formula defines a symmetric relation.

3.3 Process Equivalences in PHFL(3)

We have reached the point at which all of the process equivalences of Fig. 3 have been given a defining
formula, apart from possible futures equivalence. We now discuss this equivalence relation and give it a
defining formula.

A possible-future is a pair similar to failure or ready pairs. However, for this process equivalence, we are
not interested in a set of refusal or ready actions, but in the complete remaining behaviour of the process,
i.e. the set of all traces.

Definition 18. A pair 〈t, L〉 is a possible future of P if there is a process Q s.t. P
t−→Q and L = T (Q).

Let PF (P ) be the set of all possible futures of P . Two processes P and Q are possible-futures equivalent,
P ∼pf Q, if PF (P ) = PF (Q).

Possible-futures is finer than readiness equivalence, but it is incomparable to failure trace, ready trace,
simulation, completed simulation and ready simulation equivalence.

If we were allowed to use infinite conjunctions, then the following∧
t∈Act∗

[t]1〈t〉2 Φt

could be used to define possible-futures equivalence with Φt being the formula that defines trace equivalence.
But this infinite conjunction cannot be encoded in the same way as we did for trace equivalence. Observe
indeed that the formula (

νF . λX . X ∧
∧
a∈Act

[a]1(F 〈a〉2X)
)

Φt,

does not produce the desired conjunction, but rather∧
a1...an∈Act∗

[a1 . . . an]1 〈an . . . a1〉2 Φt.
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If we really want to produce the above infinite conjunction, we need to introduce second-order predicate
transformers in the logic,3 but this causes the formula to belong to a logical fragment for which the complexity
of model-checking is much higher. Another solution is to reason differently. Consider the infinite conjunction∧

P∈Pr

∧
t∈Act∗

〈t〉1Φt(P )⇔ 〈t〉2{1↔ 2}Φt(P )

where Φt(P ) is a formula that says that the first component is in a state that is trace equivalent to the process
P . This formula can be read as “for all trace equivalence classes L, for all traces t, the first component has
possible future 〈t, L〉 if and only if the second component does”. The advantage of this form of infinite
conjunction is that it resembles the one for trace equivalence, except for the infinite conjunction over states.
The last step is to encode this infinite conjunction over states. For that, observe that it is not necessary to
quantify over all states, but only over all states that are reachable from either the state of the first component
or the one of the second component. This yields a formula of rank 3 that defines possible future equivalence.

Φpf := {3← 1}�∗3Φpf3 ∧ {3← 2}�∗3Φpf3

where �∗3Φ is a shorthand for νX . Φ ∧
∧
a∈Act[a]3X, and Φpf3 :=(

νF . λX, Y . (X ⇔ Y ) ∧
∧
a∈Act

F 〈a〉1X 〈a〉2Y
)

{2← 3}Φt {1← 3}Φt.

Proposition 18. Φpf “defines” possible future equivalence in the following sense: for all processes P1, P2, P ,
(P1, P2, P ) |= Φpf if and only if P1 ∼pf P2.

Proof. The following two are equivalent:

• a triple (P1, P2, P3) satisfies Φpf3

• for all traces t, the pair 〈t, tr(P3)〉 is a possible future of P1 if and only if this pair is a possible future
of P2.

As a consequence, (P1, P2, P ) satisfies Φpf , whatever the placeholder P is, if and only if for all P3 reachable
from either P1 or P2, P1 and P2 have the same possible futures of the form 〈t, tr(P3)〉. Since for a possible
future pair 〈t, L〉 of P1 or P2, there must be a process P3 reachable from P1 or P2 such that L = tr(P3), Φpf

defines possible future equivalence.

3.4 The Complexity of Process Equivalence Checking

We have shown that all the process equivalences can be defined in either L2
µ, or PHFL(2), or sometimes in

PHFL(3). Looking back at Table 1, it can be checked that all PHFL(2) formulas are not in the additive
fragment, because the subformula X ⇔ Y prevents F from being additive, and even monotonic, in its
arguments X and Y . However, there is another way of defining these formulas so that they fall into the
additive fragment. Consider for instance the following formula:

Φ′t ,
(
νF . λX,X ′, Y, Y ′ . ((X ∧ Y ) ∨ (X ′ ∧ Y ′)) ∧

∧
a∈Act

F 〈a〉1X [a]1X
′ 〈a〉2Y [a]2Y

′) > ⊥ > ⊥.
This formula is in the additive fragment, because the recursive predicate transformer F can be typed with
type

F : •{t} → •{u} → •{t} → •{u} → •
Moreover, it is not difficult to see that Φ′t is equivalent to the formula Φt defining trace equivalence as
presented in the previous section. The same kind of transformation applies to all process equivalences in
PHFL(2) and PHFL(3). Thanks to Theorems 4 and 6, we uniformly obtain upper bounds on the complexity
of process equivalence checking.

3transformers of predicate transformers, c.f. [16]
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Corollary 19. Completed, ready, 2-nested, bi- and simulation equivalence can be checked in polynomial time.
Finite trace, completed trace, failures, failure trace, readiness, ready trace and possible-futures equivalence
can be checked in polynomial space.

Incidentally, it is known that these complexity upper bounds are tight [17]. In particular, all process
equivalences that we defined in PHFL(2) and PHFL(3) are PSPACE-complete. It would thus be very surpris-
ing that one of these process equivalences was definable in Lrµ only, whatever r we take, as it would imply
PTIME=PSPACE [8].

4 Algorithms for Process Equivalence Checking

The definition of process equivalences by modal fixpoint formulas gives a uniform treatment of the descrip-
tive complexity of such equivalence relations. However, it does not necessarily provide a good algorithmic
treatment. The aim of this section is to do so. We discuss two optimisations which are easily seen to be
vital for obtaining good process equivalence checking procedures from the generic model checking algorithm:
need-driven function evaluation [18] avoids unnecessary computations of the values of recursively defined
predicate transformers, and partial evaluation [19] specialises the generic model-checking algorithm with
respect to the fixed formulas defining the process equivalences.

4.1 Need-Driven Function Evaluation

Algorithm Eval computes values for functions in a very näıve and brute-force way: it tabulates all possible
arguments to the function and computes all their values. This results in far too many value computations
than are needed in order to compute JΦK for any closed formula Φ. A better approach is to avoid as much
as possible of the computation of the exact function µF . F, and instead only compute the value on certain
arguments, i.e. the value of (µF .F) Φ1 . . .Φk. In general, computing (µF .F) Φ1 . . .Φk will require to compute
(µF . F) Ψ1 . . .Ψk for many other tuples Ψ1, . . . ,Ψk, but possibly much less than all tuples of P(Prr)k.

We now introduce the recursive procedure Eval’(Φ, s, η, ρ) that computes the semantic of a formula by
induction. The new parameter s is a stack of semantic predicates X ∈ P(Prr). It is used to achieve a call by
value computation of the semantics of a formula. We write X :: s for the stack in which X has been pushed
on the top of s, head(s) for the semantic predicates on top of the stack, and tail(s) for the stack obtained
from s by popping the top semantic predicate.

The environment η maps free variables of type • to semantic predicates, and the environment ρ maps
every free variable of order 1 to a partial table. A partial table t is a table whose keys are stacks s and values
t[s] are semantic predicates. It is partial in the sense that not all stacks are a key of the table. We write {}
for the empty table, keys(t) for the set of keys of t, {s 7→ X} for the partial table with unique key s and
value t, and t∪{s 7→ X} for the table obtained from t by adding a new key s with value X . The procedure
Eval’ is defined below.

Eval’(Φ, s, η, ρ)
case Φ of
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> return Pr1 × · · · × Prr

Ψ1 ∧Ψ2 return Eval’(Ψ1, s, η, ρ) ∩ Eval’(Ψ2, s, η, ρ)
¬Φ return Pr1 × · · · × Prr\Eval’(Φ, s, η, ρ)

〈a〉iΨ return Pre(a, i,Eval’(Ψ, s, η, ρ))

F Φ X ← Eval’(Φ, sη, ρ)
return Eval’(F, X :: s, η, ρ)

X if type(X)=• then return η(X) else return ρ(X)[s]

µX :• .Ψ X ′ ← ∅
repeat
X ← X ′
X ′ ← Eval’(Ψ, s, η[X 7→ X ], ρ)

until X = X ′
return X

λXv :• . Φ X , s′ ← head(s), tail(s)
return Eval’(Φ, s′, η[X 7→ X ], ρ)

µF :τ . F t’ ← {s 7→ ∅}
repeat

t ← t’
t’ ← {}
for all s′ in keys(t) do

try
X ′ ← Eval’(F, s′, η, ρ[F 7→t])
catch missing entry(t,s′′)
X ′ ← ∅
t’ ← t’∪{s′′ 7→ ∅}

end try
t’ ← t’∪{s′ 7→ X ′}

end for
until t = t’
return t[s]

end case

In the case of a function application F Φ, we first evaluate Φ, then push its value on the stack, and evaluate
F. Conversely, in the case of a predicate transformer λX .Φ, we pop the value X on top of the stack, bind it
to X in η, and continue with Φ. The interesting case is the one of recursive predicate transformers. We first
create a table t, with unique key the current stack. We then repeatedly evaluate a new table t’ with (at
least) the same keys as t, but such that the value X ′ of t’[s′] is computed from the body F of the fixpoint,
using s′ as a stack of parameters, and interpreting F as t. When we evaluate X ′ by a recursive call, we fall
into the else branch of the case of a variable when reaching an occurence of F , with a stack s′′ that usuall
differs from the stack s′. If the desired key s′′ is not in the table, then the else branch does not return
normally, but rather raises an exception. This is then catched in the calling context of the computation of
the fixpoint, and the key s′′ is added to the table t’.

Theorem 20. Eval’ is sound.

Proof. We reason by induction on the formula, and assume the algorithm is correct for all subformulas and
all variable environments η, ρ. We fix some parameters Φ, s0, η, ρ of Eval’, and we only focus on the case
of Φ = µF : τ . F. Let us first make precise what we want to prove. Consider E to be the function that
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associates to an estimation F of F the new estimation JFKη,ρ[F 7→F ]; when we say that Eval’ is sound, we
mean that the value it returns is (LFPE)(s0) (considering s0 as a vector of semantic predicates). In other
words, we want to establish that

(LFPE)(s0) = t[s0] (1)

where t is the table in the last iteration of Eval’.
Let N be the number of iterations of the loop, and for all i ≤ N , let ti be the table t’ at the end of the

ith iteration of the repeat. . . until loop, so that t =tN . Let Si :=keys(ti) be the set of keys s′ of ti, and
let

Fi(s) :=

 ti[s] if s ∈ Si

∅ otherwise.

It follows from the algorithm that

Fi+1(s) =

 E(Fi)(s) if s ∈ Si

∅ otherwise

(2)

As a consequence, it holds that for all i,
Fi+1 v E(Fi) (3)

where v denotes the pointwise set inclusion. Since FN−1 = FN , FN v E(FN ), and by monotonicity of E, it
holds that

FN v E(FN ) v E2(FN ) v . . . (4)

From (3), we also get by induction Fi+1 v Ei+1(F0) for all i ≤ N , so that

FN v LFPE . (5)

From (4) and (5), we deduce that the increasing sequence converges to the least fixpoint, i.e.

there is M > 0 such that EM (FN ) = LFPE . (6)

For a set S of parameters s and two functions F , F ′, we say that F is equal to F ′ on S, F =S F ′, if
F(s) = F ′(s) for all s ∈ S. It follows from (2) that

for all i < N Fi+1 =Si E(Fi). (7)

Considering how entries are added to the table, it also holds that

for all i < N, for all F F =Si+1
Fi implies E(F) =Si

E(Fi). (8)

Indeed, if an entry s′′ was asked during the evaluation of E(Fi) on some entry s′ of ti during the (i+ 1)-th
iteration, then keys(ti+1) contains s′′. Since SN = SN−1, it follows from (8) that

for all F F =SN
FN implies E(F) =SN

E(FN ) (9)

From (7), SN = SN−1 and FN = FN−1, we get FN =SN
E(FN ). Applying (9), we get by induction

for all i ≥ 0 FN =SN
Ei(FN ) (10)

From (10) and (6), we immediately get that FN =SN
LFPE. In order to establish our initial goal (1), we thus

just need to show that s0 ∈ SN . This trivially holds, because Si+1 ⊇ Si for all i < N , and S0 = {s0}.

In order to illustrate the potential gain, consider the need-driven function evaluation algorithm on the
two LTS
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b

b
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2 3 4

b a

b

b

a

and let S1 , {0, 1} and S2 , {2, 3, 4} be their state spaces. Assume we want to model-check these LTS
against the formula that defines trace equivalence over Act = {a, b}, namely

Φt =
(
νF. λX, Y. (X ⇔ Y ) ∧ (F 〈a〉1X 〈a〉2Y ) ∧ (F 〈b〉1X 〈b〉2Y )

)
> > .

We initially need to compute the value of F on the pair of arguments
(
S1 × S2, S1 × S2

)
. In order to

compute this value, the algorithm discovers that two entries are needed J〈a〉1>K

J〈a〉2>K

 =

 {1} × S2

S1 × {3, 4}

 and

 J〈b〉1>K

J〈b〉2>K

 =

 S1 × S2

S1 × S2

.
There is thus a circular dependency of

(
S1 × S2, S1 × S2

)
with itself through the “b” recursive call, but also

a dependency
(
S1 × S2, S1 × S2

) a
99K

(
{1} × S2, S1 × {3, 4}

)
through the “a” recursive call. The algorithm

determines exactly in the same way the dependencies of
(
{1} × S2, S1 × {3, 4}

)
. Iterating the process long

enough, the algorithm will discover the dependency graph of
(
S1 × S2,

)
, which in this case is the following.

S1 × S2

S1 × S2

{1} × S2

S1 × {3, 4}

{0} × S2

S1 × {2}

∅

∅

a

b a

b

a

b

a,b

Note that it only has four nodes, i.e. in order to iteratively compute the value of the fixpoint function on the
arguments > and >, its value on four arguments only is needed. In order to compute F > >, the algorithm
thus eventually manipulates a table with only four entries, and computes

F > > F 〈a〉1> 〈a〉2> F 〈ba〉1> 〈ba〉2> F 〈aba〉1> 〈aba〉2>

by fixpoint iteration with mutual dependencies among them. Note that algorithm Eval2 would compute
the values on all of the 1024 possible arguments. We get thus a speed-up of order 256.

The gain may of course depend on the actual LTS that is considered, but the shape of the formulas
also plays an important role in the efficiency of need-driven function evaluation. In the example we just
developed, the recursive predicate transformer σF . λ ~X . ΦF is such that no occurence of F in ΦF is in one
argument of another occurence of F . This is also the case for all of the formulas defining process equivalences
that we introduced in Section 3. In such cases, the Eval2’ will compute exactly the minimal number of
entries that are needed to reach a fixpoint. So the speed-up is directly related to the ratio of the size of the
dependency graph with respect to the size of the whole table computed by the näıve algorithm Eval2.

4.2 Partial Evaluation

Remember that a model checking problem expects two inputs: the structure(s) and a formula. The reductions
from process equivalence checking to model checking performed in Section 3 yield fixed formulas. Thus,
process equivalence checking can be done by applying a model checking algorithm for PHFL(r) to a fixed
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Algorithm 4 Trace Equivalence Checking

1: procedure TrEq(T1, T2) . let Ti = (Pri,Act,→i)
2: D ← {(Pr1,Pr2)} . set of pairs (X ,Y) s.t.

(
X × Pr2,Pr1 × Y

)
is a node

3: W ← {(Pr1,Pr2)} . set of pairs (X ,Y) s.t.
(
X × Pr2,Pr1 × Y

)
needs to be explored

4: while W 6= ∅ do . explore dependency graph
5: remove some (X ,Y) from W
6: for all a ∈ Act do
7: (X ′,Y ′)← (Pre(a,X ),Pre(a,Y))
8: if (X ′,Y ′) 6∈ D then
9: D ← D ∪ {(X ′,Y ′)}

10: W ←W ∪ {(X ′,Y ′)}
11: end if
12: end for
13: end while
14: return

⋂
(X ,Y)∈D Equ(X ,Y)

15: end procedure
16: function Equ(X ,Y)
17: return (X × Pr2 ∪ Pr1 × Y) ∩ (X × Pr2 ∪ Pr1 × Y)
18: end function

formula and a variable pair of LTS. The manual, human-guided or automated process of modifying an
algorithm which takes several inputs by fixing some of them is called partial evaluation, and it is a well-
researched technique in program optimisation [19].

We illustrate the use of partial evaluation by specialising the generic model checking algorithm with
neededness analysis for the formula defining trace equivalence. For this, consider two observations:

First, it can be noticed that every node of the dependency graph is of the form
(
X ×Pr2,Pr1×Y

)
. Which

means that only the sets X and Y change along the construction of the graph. Therefore, we can just work
with a set of pairs (X ,Y) and construct the pairs X × Pr2 and Pr1 × Y in the dependency graph.

Second, note that a node is of the form
(
X ×Pr2,Pr1×Y

)
and we require to perform an equality relation

over these sets of pairs. We define the equality relation over sets of pairs as

Equ(X ,Y) = (X × Pr2 ∪ Pr1 × Y) ∩ (X × Pr2 ∪ Pr1 × Y)

where X and Y denote the complements of X and Y respectively. The value of the fixpoint F for the
initial entry

(
Pr1×Pr2,Pr1×Pr2

)
is the intersection of the equalities of all nodes from the dependency graph.

The algorithm resulting from these two observations is presented as Algorithm 4. Note how it bears little
resemblance to the original model-checking algorithm.

Theorem 21. TrEq computes a set of pairs of processes (P,Q) s.t. P and Q are trace equivalent.

5 Conclusion and Further Work

We have presented a highly expressive modal fixpoint logic which can define many process equivalence
relations. We have presented several model checking algorithms for our logic and some of its fragments.
In the meantime, we re-established already known complexity results [17]. The main contribution, though,
is the — to the best of our knowledge — first framework that provides a generic and uniform algorithmic
approach to process equivalence checking via defining formulas. In particular, it allows technology from the
well-developed field of model checking to be transferred to process equivalence checking.

We focused on the process equivalences defined by Van Glabbeek [1], but it is easy to extend this ap-
proach to process equivalences defined in specific application contexts, like branching bisimulation [20], weak
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bisimulation for CCS [21], or fair simulation for Büchi automata [22]. Van Glabbeek [1] also discusses some
further process equivalences that himself cast out of the “linear-time branching-time hierarchy”. Some of
these equivalences, like tree equivalence and “state-based” world equivalence, are not bisimulation invariant.
Since PHFL(k)r only permits the definition of predicates that are bisimulation invariant, it is hopeless to try
to define these equivalences in this framework. It would however be interesting to define these equivalences
in an extension, for instance introducing a predicate that asserts that two components contain the same
state.

Another interesting perspective is to develop a decision procedure for the satisfiability problem of (frag-
ments of) our logic. A direct application would be to completely automate the process of proving a process
equivalence finer than another, or to generate a counter-example transition system showing that it is not the
case. This is a difficult problem, as the satisfiability problem for the simplest fragment L2

µ that we considered
is already known to be undecidable and does not even have the finite model property [8]. We believe that
finding a reasonable format for the definition of process equivalences that makes this problem tractable is
an interesting research problem.
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